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Versions

Magnetic box 
Snow white 
Saffron yellow 
Moss green  
Terra red
Petrol blue 
Velvet grey 

Metal module 
Metal bracket 
Magnetic mirror 
Magnetic hook 
Snow white

now! mag

List of versions
DE – Care recommendations for now! by hülsta mag

Products from the JEMAKO „Gentle“ kitchen set are perfect for regular care and 
cleaning. Stubborn dirt on the magnetic wall can be removed using the JEMAKO 
lemon balm.

The product is available from your JEMAKO dealer, who will be pleased to explain to 
you how to use it properly.

Your JEMAKO dealer can be found here:

https://www.jemako.com/de/vertriebspartner-in-ihrer-naehe/

Assembly instructions for magnetic mirror 

When planning, please remember that the medal modules cannot be placed „crossed 
over“ because the connection could loosen – so there is a risk of injury.

Planning notes

NEW range

Please be sure to note the following: „ now! general“ chapters on the following subjects:

- Important notes on fitting lamps 
- wall units
- maximum loads
- nature of walls/assembly instructions

Important notes 

Pacemakers

•  Magnets can have an effect on pacemakers and implanted defibrillators.

•  If you are a user of such a device you should keep a safe distance from magnets. 
Warn users of such devices about getting too close to magnets. 

A MAGnetic design.
Nothing is fixed but anything is possible at any time. Sounds good, doesn‘t it? now! mag 
is a metal wall on which you can arrange magnetic chests and boxes, hooks, shelves and 
mirrors any way you like by drag-and-drop. In white or in colour, in lines or set at angles, 
for ever or just for the next hour.

Open for every idea.
Each individual magnetic box can take a load of up to 7 kg. That‘s more than enough 
for books or flowers. The straightforward rectangular units come in snow white, saffron 
yellow, moss green, terra red, petrol blue and velvet grey, rectangular and square.

Important notes: Generally speaking, you as a dealer/qualified fitter are responsible for the correct wall mounting of the units. That is why wall 
mounting should only be carried out by properly trained and qualified fitters. hülsta supplies materials for mounting units on walls for nearly all the 
units and which should be used for safety and for constructional reasons. The assembly materials supplied by hülsta (plugs, screws) are only suitable 
for fitting components on to concrete in firmness class (C12/15).
For other materials (please see separate materials table in the wall composition chapter) we provide you with an assembly mortar set as an extra order. 
Please note that this assembly mortar set is also only suitable for the materials listed in the materials table. If walls are made up of other materials 
(e.g. plastered or lighter wall materials), one should use another method of mounting better suited to the load on site. Please note that if the units are 
not mounted properly on the wall, there is a risk of the units falling down or tipping over – especially when alternative mounting materials acquired 
on site have been used.
For the reasons stated above it is absolutely essential to enquire about the composition of any walls before signing any contracts.
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Type list

All prices stated are 
recommended retail prices.

Planning step 1:

• metal modules

Planning step 2:

• metal brackets
• magnetic boxes
• magnetic hooks
• magnetic mirrors

Planning step 3:

• lamps

Max. 7 Kg

Max. 5 Kg

metal brackets – a magnetic boxes

Max. 7 Kg

magnetic hooks magnetic mirrors

metal brackets – b

Planning notes

Important note:
Because orders are read out automatically, it is essential that the 
correct unit type number for the required unit is stated clearly in 
the order. Please remember this when ordering! 
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Article
H x W x D in cm

with snow white base plate 

Article

Lamps

Article
H x W x D in cm

Can be fitted horizontally and vertically Metal modules 

Snow white 
Saffron yellow 

Terra red

Article
H x W x D in cm

Moss green  

Velvet grey 
Petrol blue 

Magnetic box, rectangular
36.1 x 23.3 x 21.5

Order no. Order no.

Magnetic boxes 

Max. 7 Kg Max. 7 Kg Max. 7 Kg

Opening at top

Max. 5 KgMax. 7 Kg

LED lamp for metal modules
Later fitting possible. Included: 4 light strips + switch + control unit and power supply unit. Colour of light: cold white

These lamps contain fitted LED bulbs of energy efficiency class A++ to A. The bulbs in the lamps cannot be exchanged. 12 V; 8,5 W

Important note:
Because orders are read out automatically, it is essential that the 
correct unit type number for the required unit is stated clearly in 
the order. Please remember this when ordering! 

99.0 x 99.0 x 1.6
Metal module, square

Order no. RRP *
2991 159,-

99.0 x 49.0 x 1.6
Metal module, rectangular

Order no. RRP *

2941 99,-

2321
2322
2323
2324
2325
2326

79,-
79,-
79,-
79,-
79,-
79,-

Magnetic box, rectangular
23.3 x 23.3 x 21.5

2221
2222
2223
2224
2225
2226

59,-
59,-
59,-
59,-
59,-
59,-

Order no. Order no.

59,.7 x 47.0 x 34.4
Metal brackets 

Order no. RRP *
2541 99,-

97.0 x 47.0 x 2.6
Magnetic mirror 

Order no. RRP *

Magnetic box, rectangular
23.3 x 23.3 x 21.5

Order no. RRP *
2331 59,-

length: 9 cm
Magnetic hook

Order no. RRP *
29 29,-

LED-Beleuchtung für Metallmodul, quadratisch

Order no. RRP *
291 79,-

LED-Beleuchtung für Metallmodul, rechteckig

Order no. RRP *
241 59,-

295 79,-

Max. load per panel: 40 kg

Max. 40 Kg


